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Lecture and discussion tonight

Proposals may end aid for 1 3 million

In the news...

.

By Stephanie Gand y

IP!I

News Ed1tor

Bradley to speak in Stockton this Saturda y

Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley will be speaking in Stockton
November 1 as he continues his campaign for Governor of
romlla. The Amtrack Railroad Station will be the site of
Bradley's
•mtaltion.lt will be the last leg of a 'whistle stop' tour that begins in
lllkerstielO that morning and continues through Central California.
begins at 2';30 p.m. and all Stockton residents ar e invited to
a job?

Contact Career Placement Center

Career Planning and Placement Center has four openings this

IRT

lltllil!fCc•unselor...$4.33/hour

IIIOetina Assistant $4.00/hour
�:caW:m Leader Nego tiable Salary
.,._.., _,.Qnn .. $5 .00/hour
IUbllliDIVfor any uf the above positions or if you have any questions
placement, contact Jo Wagner at the Career Placement
•••

•.•

program to take place November 1

rlolill&D(:ing the Cookbook: Passions of the Palate" will be presenthe Associates of the University of the Pacific Libraries on
November 1. The event includes lectures by editors from
Gourmet magarines, a Hve radio b roa dca.�t ftom th K BS
a gourmet lunch prepared by Kenneth Honeywell from

..,,... fee is $35 per person and is a tax deductible donation

Service.

_.._

UOP library. The event. will be held from 8:30a.m. to 4
begin with registration in the Long Theatre.
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•ten f9r The Pacifican urged to attend workshop
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All writers for The Pacijican, as well as students currently taking
ll'!WSWritil:lR and all others interested in journalism, are encouraged to

�
�11

.

· .

The
a writing workshop slated for Thursday, Novem r 13.
on
focus
d,
Recor
ton
�rksbon. featuring a writer from The Stock
at 7
co mposition from sources to fmished product. It wtll start
In Tile Padfican office.

the government, would be required
to pay the interest on their loans
while still in school, e1ther paying
as it accrues or as an addition to
the principal amount. Federal sub
sidies for GSLs, after that are two
years into' repayment, would be
eliminated under the new legisla
tion.
Also included in the list of
possible changes are the following:
-Requiring a $800 "self-help"
contribution from the student
towards college costs as a condi
tion of eligibility for Pel! Grants...
-Classification of all aid applic
ants under the age of 22 would be
"dependent," unless they are or
phans, wards of the court, or can
demonstrate self-efficiency of at
least two years ...
-Limiting students eligibility for
Pell Grants to four years ...
-Establishing a single need analy
sis system for all student aid pro
grams with higher family contribu
tion requirements and standar
dized cost-of-education rules...

"Policies proposed in the Ad
ministration's FY87 budget request
would virtually elminate Federal
postsecondary aid for students
from middle or higher income
families and significantly reduce
the amount of aid that may be
available to students who would
remain eligible," wrote Cha rloUe
Jones Fraas of the Education and
Public Welfare Division of the
Congressional Research Service,
w)len analyzing the federal govern
ment's 1987 budget for financial
aid.
Students who arc concerned
about the imminent alterations in
their financial aid arc strongly
urged to 'attend tonight's lecture.
The three speakers will be able to
give valuble insights into the
changing state of federal aid, a�
well as highlighting viable options
For students affected by the cuts.
The Regents Dining Room is
located in Anderson Hall on Cam
pus Way, across from Knoles Hal\.

UOP prepares for sinister but safe Halloween
Each year, Halloween is the
cause for numerous parties on
campus. Using simple decorations,
students can transform their resid
ence into a foreboding dungeon or
just a colorful place to celebrate.
However, many students do not
consider the possibility of a fire
when planning their Halloween
activities. Candles and hot lights
should be placed on solid founda
tions away from flamable materi
als. Fire exits should remain unob
structed and easily accessible.
With the abundance of activity
on campus, security can also be
come a problem. Students will
often move from one party to
aru.>ther, allowing an outsider the
opportunity to blend into the in
creased traffic. This intrusion

By Greg Stuart
Staff Writer
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tudents in the United State<;
may be receiving $1.8 billion
less in federal financial assistance
i11 1987 if the proposed budget is
passed. The Departm ent of
Education estimates that assistance
would end for about 1.3 million
studentc;. Just who may be affected
by the cuts and what students rr.:ty
expect to find in their financial aid
packages in the future is the sub
ject of a lecture at 7:30 p.m.
tonight in the Regent's Dining
Room. Pi Alpha Alpha, the public
affairs honor society, will be spon
soring tonight's forum.
Over sixty percent of students
attending UOP receive some form
of financial aid.
Speaking before students will
be UOP's Financial Aid Director,
Paul Phillips, Congressman Nor
man Shumway, and Sam K.ipp, the
executive director of the California

Student Aid Commission. In addi
tion to delivering prepared re
marks, the speakers will be availa
ble for discussion.
"Subjects to be covered may
range from philosophical discus
sion of the government's role in
supporting higher education, to
change in federal and state aid for
students, to impact of new student
loan policies, or the effecil> of the
tax reform legislation on student
fmancial aid," according to Ri
chard Linn, president of Pi Alpha
Alpha.
Proposed changes in student
financial aid include various
alterations in the Guaranteed Stu
dent Loan program. Currently,
students with family incomes un
der $30,<XX> are automatically eligi
ble to receive a GSL. lf <'f when
the new budget and eligibility
changes are enacted, all students
regardless of parental income,
would be required to complete a
needs-test form to determine their
eligibility. Borrowers, instead of

D

o you hate things that go
bump in the night? Is a
horror movie an event that
provides you with a week of
nightmares? Do you flinch every
time you pass a Stephen King novel
in a bookstore?
If you answered "yes" to any
one of these questions, then be
forewarned. Tomorrow the UOP
campus will raise the dead in the
annual celebration of All Hallows

Eve.
Much has been written about the
dang�rs of Halloween for children,
but there are safety tips everyone
can follow to assure a safe holiday.

usually results in a greater quantity
of thefts and vandalism at party
sites.
Because of the variety of costu
mes, it is frequently difficult to
distingui h a UOP student from
someone who does not belong on
campus. Nevertheless, if you hap
pen to see anyone acting suspici
ous, it is a good idea to report
the situation to Public Safety.
With every event on campus,
alcohol and drug abuse is an issue.
Certainly, 1986 will prove to be the
year that colleges across the United
States finally realize the severity of
the substance abuse problem.
Sergeant Shumway of Public
Safety states, "Most of the pro
blems on campus happen because
students drink too much. They

become real disoriented and injure
themselves. They just party too
much and too hard."
Drivers should pay do c atten
tion to the roads on Halloween,
because more people will be out
walking. When wearing dark
clothing or costumes, children and
adults become harder to sec on the
street. Of cour e, everyone rcali7..es
that drinking and driving do not

mix.

Once a religious fest ivai,
Halloween has become a celebra
tion for children and adults alike;

�. rrore frequently the problem
is not how to celebrate, but how

to celebrate safely.
(f you follow simple safety gui
delines, you can have a truly
sinister, but safe, Halloween.
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Alpha Kappa Phi and Delta Gamma captured first place for their Ooat entitled "Battle of the Century."
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3. John Ballantyne

Novelty:
1. Sooth/West
2.Grace
3. Carter

Float:

1. Archania and Delta Gamma

2. Phi Delta Chi
3. Alpha Kappa Lambda

Swee�t.a.k�:
Ritter

(continued on page 2, column I)
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Re giSt ratio n c o nfusio n begins
By Patty Fellows

Ass•stdn· News Ed•tor

I

t may seem hard to believe
but the time has come to
begin thinking about registering
for classes again. Monday, Oc
tober 17 was the first day of the
three week period of academic ad
vising for the Spring semester. It
was also the first day that
registration packets were available
in the Registrar's Office. This
packet contains a registration form
as well as a lottery number and
registration time for each student.
Also available in the office are
copies of the Spring 1987 Schedule
of Classes, from which students
will choose courses for the next
semester. The booklet listing
Special Topics Courses has also
been released this week. This
packet lists all the courses not
normally offered every semester,
which will be available in the
Spring.

Once these materials have been
gathered, each student will be
responsible for arranging a
workable Spring schedule. This
can be facilitated by reading the
and
Catalog,
UOP Course
following University requirements
for both General Education and a
·particular major.
In addition to working out a
schedule on their own, each
student must meet with their
faculty advisor. This time will be
used to discuss the planning of the
Spring schedule, to keep track of
graduation requirements and to

obtain the advisor's signature on
the registration form.
The Student Advising Office also
recommends that students contact
their student advisors before
registration. The S.A.'s are trained
to help with schedule planning, can
offer insights on specific classes
and professors, and have tips on
study systems, motivation and time
management.
The advising services arc

--.,
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register in the following groups;
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H - L 8:30 a. m. -9:15a. m.
M. R ...9:15a. m. -10 a. m.
S- z ... IO a. m. 10:45a. m.
A. C 10:45a. m. -11:30 a. m.
D- G ...11:30 a. m. -12:15p. m.
ng Hall.
Sign-in takes place in FJbe rt Conll Dini
•••
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faculty and student advisors
early," said Allison Buch er,
�tudent advisor. "By meeting early
they'll avoid the scramble on the
last day before registration."

available for all students, seniors as
well as freshmen. Located in Ban
nister Hall 109, the office is open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and mem
bers of the Student Adv1sing Staff
are there every hour to advise

students. The offi�c is open on a
walk-in basis and no appointment
is needed to speak with one of the
staff members. If you do wish to

speak to a particu lar advisor
however, you are encouraged to
call f1rst for his or her office hours.
"We encourage students to
make appointments to see their

Actual registration will take
place on Saturday November 15
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Students will enter according to
thtir lottery numbers during the
t.ime period indicated on the car ds
in their registration packet.
Registrat ion will be held in

Raymond Great Hall, adjacent to
Elbert Covell Dining Hall.

va ·rio u s s hort-term c ours e s ava ila ble
from the community and the rest

By Mary Alynn E'Golf
Staff Wnter

South!Wm's Morton J. Kaiser Memorial Martbbag Kazoo band.

T

Learning
Lifelong
he
program has been described
as "a broad !!pectrum of oppor
tunity for the citizen. It is a matter
of community service and is
designed to meet professional and
personal needs," according to Don
Dunns, University College dean
and director of Lifelong Learning.
The program offers 60 to 100
short-term course subjects yearly
to students, and members of the
community for a fee. There are no
prerequisites for the courses, which
are offered in a condensed form
and require 15 to 16 hours of work
per unit. The average course takes
place on two consecutive days,
(usually the weekend) and costs
between $40 and $80.
According to Durlynn Anema,
past director of Lifelong Learning,
most courses are structured with
lecture, small groups, films and
hands-on experience. "I try to
remember that the people taking
the course have been working
hard," she said. "I want it to be an
enjoyable experience.''
Subjects offered include Com
munication, English, Finance, and
Health. There are also several
conferences throughout the year.
Course attendance is made up of
about three-fourths of people

are UOP students. Students take
Lifelong Learning courses for the
extra credit, generally, while com
munity members enroll out of
personal interest or for the units.
"The vast majority are not stu
dents," stated Dunns.
According to Dunns, Lifelong
Learning is designed more for the
off-campus community, and pro
vides subjects relevant to many
professions. "We do a survey of
the needs of the community and we
meet those needs," he says, ad
ding, "we also ask the professors
for suggestions of what the profes
.sors would like to teach.''
Ten-hour contact courses with
academic content have been availa
ble through Continuing Education
to the professionals. "The units are
often used by public agencies,
nursing personnel, lawyers or doc
tors, who have to demonstrate
continuing education for the1r
jobs," said Dunns.
R-:-!!i�tr;>tjr)p ic; n{'W ra" ing pl ace
for four Lifelong Learning cnur�
es:

By Todd Li ncoln

Julie Rapp leavts some ldch "Very happy by gil'ing ibem candy during
the Homeco ming plll1lde.

INTERESTED IN
e Compact Discs
or Audio?

e Marketing?

e A Resume Builder ?

DIGITAL

SOUND

MARKET

"President Reagan's Star Wars
initiative as a substitute for force
and violence only procrastinates
peace and prolongs war," accor
ding to nuclear engineer Stephen
Jones.
Jones, who worked for twenty
five years at General Electric as a
�uclear start-up and safety special
ISt, spoke to nearly seventy-five
people on "The Crisis Over Star
Wars," October 22 at World on
Wednesday.

USER FRIENDLl
hassle-free, sec us at Kinko 's. Our self

When you need copies quickly and

service copiers arc veq eac;y to usc and
give you the great quality, inexpensive
copies you expect.

SERVICES

Needs ambitious
college student•
to be campus
representati&Jes

Call 1-800-223-6434
or 1-219-626-2756
9am to 9pm

956

W. Robin hood Dr.
Open 24 Hours

957-1204

ually victimized children and famil
ies, will be offered on Friday,
November 7, from 6:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. The fee is $55 for one
credit of extended education. Regi
stration deadline is November 5. It
takes place in Knowles Hall, room

1JJ7.

"Self-Hypnosis: Learning Tools
for Changt>" will be offered on
Saturday and Sunday, November
8-9, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in room
224 of Wendell Phillips Center.
The course deals with using self
hypnosis techniques to enhance
one's behavior. Cost is $70 for one
credit of extended education. Regi-

p.m. in the Common Room. Cost
is $55 per person; $100 for two
persons from the same church; and
$125 for three. Registration dead
line is November 5.

"For five years now, our negoti
ations on delineating nuclear wea
pons with the Soviet Union have
not been negotiated in good
faith," said Jones.
The President says he wants
peace, yet in Iceland he refused to
compromise on his Star Wars plan,
even though Gorbachev made very
substantial proposals for the elim
ination of some weapons and the
reduction of many others. "It is by
far the best peace offer that we
have received,'' stated the speaker.
"President Reagan's persistence
for Star Wars lies in the President's
belief that the Soviet Union is like
the Nazis (and that) all the Soviets
are interested in is expanding their
borders," Jones concluded.

stration deadline is November 6.
A course on the basic techniques
of developing the voice as a per.
son's most effective communica·
tion tool, "Speaking Up With
Style," is offered on Saturday,
November 8, from 9 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. in room 218 of the Wendell
Phillips Center. The fee is $45 and
the registration deadline is Novem.
ber 7.
Students, as well as members of
the community are welcome to

register for the courses of their
choice.
For more information on the
classes mentioned or on how to
take advantage of any UOP Ufe.
long Learning courses, call 946-

2424.

CampUS magazine
offers experience, fun

have some experience because man

By Barbara Maccarone
StaffWnter

"Church Accounting," a course
for church financial officers on
practical methods of accounting. It
takes place on Friday, November
7, 9 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 4

Poli c ies a n a lyzed

GuestWnter

"Sexually Vic timized Chil
dren," a class offering an under
standing of the dynamics of sex

S

ilhouettes, UOP's student
.
run magazme, needs staff

members for the Spring 1987 issue.
The issue, which will be Silhou
eltes' third, will utilize students'
writing, editing, graphics, photo
graphy and advertising talents.
Most staff members are chosen
through Publications Editing, a·
Communication Department
course.
"Anyone interested can write
or do photography," said Dr
Durlynn Anema, Communication
Department professor and Silhou
ettes advisor. Students interested in
Silhouettes, who do not wish to
enroll in Publications Editing
'
should see Anema.
"Writing stories isn't difficult "
stated Lexy Alexander, last yea 's

:

;

�

Silhoueues editor. According to
exander, journalistic experience
ts not a prerequisite to writing for
.
but an interest in writ
Sllhoueltes,
ing is.
According to Anema, students
have worked on Silhouettes for the
satisfaction of having work pub
lished. Alexander agreed and ad
ded that published work is "good
for anyone's portfolio.''

r;::===�· ...
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"Editorial staff members should

Lei-

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.

�ir Force Officer Troming School

an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Off1cer We offer great
starting pay, med1ca1 core 30
'
days of vacation wtth pay each
year and management
opport unittes Contact an
Air Force recrwter Ftnd out what
Officer Traintng School can mean
for you Call
IS

SSgt Rich Ebanks
1273 E. Shaw Ave.
Fresno, CA 93710
(209) 224-6328 collect

power is so few and you depend a
lot
on
each
other,"
said
Alexander. Editorial experience
could come from high school or
college newspapers, yearbook
staff, newsletter staff, classwork or
internships. Editorial staff m em·
bers will be responsible for choos·
ing and editing stories, over-seeing
advertising
and
supervising
production.
"Production is limited to two or
three staff members to keep a
continuous theme throughout the
magazine," stated Alexander, who
added "Last sernster there was one
student who Worked on production
exclusively.''
The magazine is student-run and

�

not at all funded by the University.
"The magazine was supported by
a vertising, donations by parents,
fnends, alumni, and by circula·
tion," stated Anema.
"The second issue was almost
solely funded by advertising,"
stated Alexander. "We had some
donations but we wanted to do it
ourselves," she added.
"We brainstormed for stories,
trying to find ones that were
interesting to UOP and that in·
volved the school as well as th e
community,'' stated Alexander.
According to her, "Response to

Silhouettes has been good.'' She
believes the magazine "was well

respected by those who knew
about it." Alexander said that
alumni were interested in receiving
copies of the last issue and tha t
staff members had been ap·
proached to make Silhouelles a
community magazine.
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UDivenltY of Georgia stu.dents prot.at giving fees to booster dub.
Four UG students have sued to stop 1he university from directin
g part
of their fees t o the private sports booster club that runs Georgia's
athletic programs.
The students want the booster club to repay students $3.8 million in
past fees on the grounds it won't make its use of the money public.

-. who were forCed to . ret� their
f,rom

tbat

of U. Washington

a

free

vehicles by a new
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bad week. lJpj .:ersity of Iowa o fficials

- adding

People Who 'Rave Ot'erdue Parking nekets at West V�rginia
Ulllvenlty will now have to pay qff t'QeirJmes with blood donatiOns to

the campus blood bank.
Parkintt violators who weigh less than 110 pounds or. have colds or
diseases like hepatitis still will have to pay overdue fmes m cash, blood
donor coordinator DoUy Clawses added.
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Jolnmy carson Has Balled Out Four Broke Students
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.
our all, explained programmmg direct
or Grant Foerster at a meeting
called to resolve the controversy.

.loss repeated his story on ''The Phil Donahue Show:• two wee.ks
.,.,, prompting Creighton President Rev. Michael Momson to �nte
.letters pointing out the college "went out of its way» to get Ross tn�o
remedial classes , and even paid his tuition at a private school tn
01Jcaao.
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Oeighton University SaYs Fonner Basketball Player is slandering 1t.
The Nebraska. college is sending 44,<XX> letters to alumni and students
to object to "buwcurate and misleading'' statements by Kevin Ross,
wllo in 1982left the university as a ftll1ctional illiterate and whose story
.lldpcd draw national attentiOn to the quality of athletes' education.
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they wouldn't accuse University of
WJSOODSin students directly - stole a four-foot high "Herky the
Hawk'' mascot sculpture from the campus.
Other vandals stole a seven ft. tall.. 200 lb. stuffed Alaskan Kodiak
bear- a campus symbol- ftom it$ Cal Berkeley display case, leavin$
only a "Animal On Board" sticker in its�place.
And F1orida Atlantic UniversitY stUdents stole a bust of FAU
founder Thomas Fleming, resolving in a ransom note to keep it until
tdle school put Royal Crown Cola in campus vending machines,
� a copier that worked, and agreed to use "real cheese on the
C:a!eteria pizza.,,
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Wllldngton State University President &ntuel Smith refuses to return
fnec:ar. His $12,000 Mercury "courtesy car," he
says, was donated to
the school by a car dealer, and then assign.ed to school officials by the
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NCB, KS (CPS) -. II_all Mary came to the
Uruverslty of Kansas last
week,
and play ed to a chorus of
protestors.
The 1985 film by French director
J�-Luc Godard- which sets the
btblical story of the Virgin Mary in
.
.
!11odem �es and, m
the process,
clude
m
s bnef nude scenes - has
managed to attract protestors at
N orthwestern, Louisiana State,
Marquette, New Mexico and Nebraska, among other campuses at
which it has played.
While each school year seems to
ring a movie that causes waves on
e campuses that rent them to
raise money for certain organizations, Hail Mary is the first serious
f lm within film renters' memory
t
to have such an impact.
During the last few years, porn
films like Insatiable and Debbie
Does Dallas occupied the limelight.
But the people at New Yorker
Films, which distributes Hail Mary
to campuses, say they feel no less
abused than they would if they
were renting out a porn mo�e.
"We've heard everything from
'You're going straight to hell' to
'Children of the devil,"' says Jerry
Sole, the New Yorker salesman
who rented the film to Kansas. "I
A

�

R_ecrui�ing:
big bUS Iness
b.19 expense

I

P

RINCETON, N .J. (CPS)
Ameri�n colleges have not
yet suffered the long-expected
Great Enrollment Drop of the
Eighties mostly because they've
learned how to sell themselves bet
ter, a new report released by the
Educational Testing Service (ETS)
said last week.
Some public colleges now spend
an average $30 per student on
recruiting. Private colleges may
spend as much as $500 per student.
"An unprecedented marketing
and recruiting effort by the na
tion's postsecondary institutions
during the frrst half of the decade"
has helped avoid the big enroll
ment drop - thought to be as
much as 20 percent by some obser
vers - expected during the ei
ghties. says ETS researcher Hunter
Breland.
Public four-year colleges have
boosted their recruiting budgets by
63 percent or more since 1980,
more than double the inflation
rate, he says.
Schools figure they have to re
cruit students aggressively if they

want to survive.
"Everybody fights for (stu
dents)," says Leroy Twilley, West
tern Illinois University's admis
sion director. "In lllinois last year.
we graduated some 138,331 high
school students. Figure that about
one-half of those go to college.
Next year, we project about
138,900 students. Then the slide

begins ."

"In 1991, we'll be down to
about 119,951 graduates. That's
quite a drop," Twilley admits.
"College enrollment is closely al
lied to high school graduates."
Adds Dr. Gerald Bowker, Twil
ley's counteT?art at the University
of Tennessee, "we are all compet
ing for the top high school gra

duates.''
Bowker figures the new empha
sis on recruiting is here to stay.
"Colleges really need to work on
developing their image, regardless
of whether we are in good times or
bad. It doesn't stop because last
year was a good year."
So WIU's Twilley hosted a ban
quet for about 100 �tential . stu
dents, and is prepanng a d•rect
mail campaign.
"We are doing everything," he
says, "from buying mailing �ts
from national testing comparues,
sending letters, inviting people to
college activities, college tours,
high school visitation, telemarke

ting, etc., etc."
Such campaigns, regardless of
ETS' s findi ngs, don' t alwa ys
work.
Th� University of the District ?f
Columbia last week announced 1ts
enrollment this fall is down by
1,000 students, continuing a seven

year slide.
The slide has cost UDC abou� a
quarter of its student body despite
a hefty $257 ,OOJ JJUU'keun& £3111paign desig ned to "stop lhe
hemorrh agin g of enrollment,"
says spokesman John Britton.

,

get �0� of tired of hearing that five
or sLX ttmes a day.-"
The secretary at the company's
lleadquarters, when asked to refer
a caller to talk to someone about
Hail Mary, snaps, "Hey, you want
to complain about it? Write it in a
letter."
Protestors from St. Mary's Aca·
demy and College near Lawrence
took to the streets instead to hold
an outdoor Mass while the show
went on inside, and to picket the
screening at Kansas with signs
asserting the fibn was sacriligious.
"It is such a mockery of the
Bible, ?isrespectful to the mother
of Chrast, and it should be offensive to any Christian," Mary
Gentges of St. Mary's explained.
Of the protestors in general,
New Yorker's Sole maintains
"their opinions are not informed.
Maybe they are protesting because
they're told to."
The film, he insists, "is a very
reverential treatment of the story."
"These protests," Sole adds,
"are between people who don't go
to church and people who don't
go to French films."
The churchgoers have won on
occasion. Protestors convinced a
commercial theater in Kansas City,
Mo., to cancel a Hail Mary engage--

3

•

COn�lnUe

ment last March. Trivoli Theater
manager Jerry Harrington says he
got many phone calls and even a
bomb threat, but maintains he
cancelled the showing "for personal reasons."
Louisana State's Union Governmg
'
Board cancelled
Se te ber
.
� Png �
showmg of the fllm, JUd
1t so
gi
bad that the inevitable controversy
would "not be worth the trouble"
of screening it.

"These protests ... are between people who don't go to
church and people w ho

don't go to French films."

-Jerry Sole

In April, a legislator threatened
to cut the University of Nebraska
at Lincoln's budget if the school
proceeded with its scheduled showing of the movie.
School officials did stop the
showing, but eventually had to
allow it after a federal court ruled
UNL had violated the students'
rights to show whatever they
pleased.
"Colleges aren't cancelling because of what the film is," Sole
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Geile, assasu�nt director of Kansac:::
Student Uruon professed to be
surprised bY the protest at Lawrence
1ast week
"What was so unusual was to
have a ftlm protested," Geile says.
KU reguarly shows controversial
films, and has shown Godard
works before.
Despite the pickets outside,
KU's showings were "without incident. Everything was just fme,"
she says. "We had good audiences."
The showings, adds Union Film
Director Gary Price, were solidly
profitable.
Yet, unlike the "cause celebre"
porn fllms of past school years,
New Yorker has managed to rent
Hail Mary out to "only" 100
commercial and campus groups,
Sole reports.
"But it is popular on campuses.
For instance, Northwestern University showed it two weeks ago,"
Sole recalls, "and they sbld out
every show. The only other movie
to do that was Back to the Future.
·
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·
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Bl a ck coll e g es o n d e f e nsive

W

ASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
in to mounting
frustrations, about 90 presidents of
black colleges turned a routine
meeting with U.S. Department of
Education officials two weeks ago
into a series of angry speeches
about how hard it is for black
students to get fmancial aid this
year.
Echoing the complaints of
scores of "white" colleges, the
presidents complained bitterly that
new fmancial aid paperwork designed by the goverrunent to
make sure students actually qualify
for federal money - is making it
harder than ever for their students
to get aid money this fall.
They also complained there is
less aid money to go around now.
At most black colleges, 60 percent to 85 percent of students
receive some sort of federal financial aid, compared to an average of
50 percent at other classes of
schools.
At the meeting, Education Dept.
officials conceded black colleges
are having a harder time getting aid
money this fall, but attributed it to
a Jack of communication, not the
new aid verification procedures.
"We have generally had more
problems with Pell Grant programs in HBUs (historically black
universities) than traditionally
white schools," says Victoria Tripp
on the department.
She says it's because black colleges, until recently, have not had a
- Giving

well-defmed or regimented system
for disbursing the money to their
students.
"(For example), Many colleges
do not credit students' accounts
immediately (upon the receipt of
funds). They give the money i.o the
student, and then bill him for
tuition. Sometimes the student has
already spent the money,'' she
says.
To solve the problem, the
department called the schools
to Washington. "(With this seminar)
We wanted to start new and fresh.
We want to reach out and work with
the black colleges," Tripp explains.
Instead, they got an earful of
complaints from the officials
"The verification process (for
the Pell Grant) is so long, and it is
difficult to get the correct information," says Caroline Smith of
Jolmson C. Smith University in
North Carolina.
"It's kept students out of
school.''
Smith says some Pell Grant
applications have been held up for
more than four months.
"People become very upset
when we have to call their homes
and ask for confidential data {to
complete the aid fonns)," says
Percy Lanier, director of fmancial
aid for Alabama A and M Uri.iver
sity.
"They feel the university is harassing them.''
Lanier says students at his university have not dropped out of

Memory's Dance and Theatre Shop
Tights-Leotards-Shoes
Costume Rentals Year Round

On the Miracle Mile inside Town & Country Petites
Accessories and Make-up

2111 Pacific Ave, 462-5688

school because of a lack of funds
.
but, "many are staymg out a
.
semester so they can get thear
paperwork straightened out and
turned in."
It's a far cry from the "safety
net" President Reagan promised
minority students when he called
for financial aid cuts added
University �
Johmxl C.
dent Robert Albright at the meetmg.
"Tuition is going up, and aid is
going down," adds Caroline
Smith.
Albright charged there is less aid
available to minority students now
than in the past.
But Tripp replies frederal funding to historically black colleges
has increased by $75.8 million
since 1981
Education Dept. figures also
show the percentage of Pell Grant
recipients at historically black
colleges has decreased 19 percent in
the past six years, Smith retorts.
"I have about 100 Pell Grants in
my office now. If (they are) not
straightened out, students will not
be able to return," Smith says.
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Apathy pro motes mu ds lin g in g

N e gati v e a ttac k s
disc ourage vote rs

.
Are the attacks being made by
Cranston and Zschau unfair? My
feeling is that in these two races, as
well as in the Bradley-Deukmejian
races, the attacks are strong and
negative , but not false . I would
draw the line at falsity and say
that each candidate is justified in
picking weaknesses to criticize
.
about h1s opponent.
ln the Bradl�y commercials
.
agctinst DeukmeJian , the Governor'<> campaign contributions from
toxic waste polluters and his veto
d certain toxic wao;te bills is cited.
1� this fair? Only if it is manitc•�ly out of keeping with the facts.
·n the D"'ukmejian commercials
.Il>Pt 1 Bradley the fact that Los
'
A geles is a polluter is brought
.
· 1S
ot t. I>. th 1s un fcur?
·
. 0n1y 1·r 1t
u•urue.
Voters do get a certain amount
ot' intormation from these steamy
commercials, even if it is only half
the story.
Theodore White noted that CaliDear Editor

As Election Day nears, the candidates are doing their best to

bombard the voters with advertisements degrading their opponents.
As I witness this childish behavior, I am taken back to the good of '
days of elementary and high school elections. What surprises me is the
fact thct high school elections were much more professional than the
"real" ones.
In high school, the candidates always started the .�peeclz with a
simple, clear statement such as "If I am elecred, I promi"ie to . . . ". A h!
How I long for the days when the issues were .stated, and posit lOllS
were taken.
Our professional politicians rarely make promise!>. Thel' prt. 1el' to
attack their opponent 's previous policies. Tom Bradley has made it
very clear that he doesn 't like George Deukmejian 's toxic waste
programs. Bradley has appealed to our emotions with his ads showing
the effects of toxic waste. But, he has not yet stated what he plans to
do that will rid the state of irs problem. A campaign showmg a
practical plan of attack on the problem might have attracted nJter� 10
Bradley but his negative ads have most likely pur more people into the
"undecided" category.
The "Duke" hasn 't done much better. He resorts to a £Omp,ztgn
that is embarrassing. Hard to believe that people are bemg pair! to
come up with these campaigns. Deukmejian, attacking Bradley 's use
offamous actors in his ads, says in a childlike manner. "Bradley wn 't
even speakfor himself "
If the gubernatorial race is dirty, the Senate race between Ed z,chnu
and Alan Cranston is far from decent. According to an article i>t r/ze
Stockton Record, Zschau 's speeches have ahout an equal mu: t�f 11 l•at
he stands for and aiticisam of Cranston. But Cranston devores naJr(v all
of his time attacking Zschau. Statistics show that srventy-,·even
percent of Zschau �\" supporters are supporting him mainly because
they dislike Cranston.
Cranston started airing anti-Zschau commercials less than 12·hrlllrs
qfter Zschau received the GOP nomination. Cranston taking the
offensive was a strange strategy for an incumbent. Cranston hcH·
campaigned as if Zschau were the incumben!.
Perhaps the worst campaign has been the attacA 011 Ca'ifomia
Supreme Court Justice Rose Bird. Whether you support her \iews nr
not is not important. What is importanr is the fact that polirics and
special interest groups are gttring involved where they should nor be.
When politics enter the field ofjustice, the courts make decisions that
will please their Jiarty or special interest group. Supreme Court
decisions do affect politics but politics should not influence Supreme
Court decisions.
While only three examples have heen presented, it does not take
much digging to see the dirt in other campaigns.
The seriou\" and smart voter will not and should not take thc.w
advertisement!> u oe true and honest. Most of the time, quores can he
taken out of context, statistics can be misrepresented aildfacts ca•1 be
jumbled to create an illusion.
After all, politics is the art ofcreating an illusion to gpf eiPcted
8.� SuA h windt'r Kvur

'

·
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. .
fornia' s lack of mter.est m poht tcs
has caused or candidates to use
"strong" attacks. It may . be a
vicious circle: the V?ters 10 t�e
great ,nass are apath l� . The poltt�
icians use smear tee . ruques to ge
to
them to become active . enough
.
11
f
u
f
lS
arr
h
e
t
because
vote but
'
the " m1'ddle
·
negative advert1smg
ctass voter who cares" begins to be
. ffected.
disa
'f!l� h�avy . use of money , the
part1c1pation m the . cam�rugn .or
interest groups With fmanclal
.
stakes m the outcome, the �eneral
low tone taken �Y most candi�a�es,
all add up to mcreased cymc1sm
about the vocation of politics. Yet
we middle-class voters � ·t .expect
the politicos to stop the1r tncks so
long as overall they wm bY usl·ng
th em.
. .
Could telev1s1on news have any
impact on this situation? They
could take the trouble to read and
to check up on the mailed hit
pieces which are circulating, and
could publicly criticize the worst
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sent
ate 'al no matter who has
'
facts
hey could use the
pr·ov'1ded to anyone by the Secreta
"
blicize the big
d
givers.
pe e · d e
Television newsmen could draw
. expert observers who would lend
10
.
· credibi11'ty to
the weight of th elr
f the polit'1cal
.
.
o
e
som
g
nkm
debu
ch
·out putt ing them selv �s
letel in the position of ediw iters, tele visio n new s
s ould "rate" the commer1
cl: w h their own stations are
_ t 1 g n the air noting points
gloss over. it
ey eave out '
l't'cal Better
f
ou�d be s
�t \he record
ur
us� ness
strcught . ,
.
Each cand1date who h as a polit'Ical recor d must expect that it will
news
be attacked but television
.
might work to make a fcur attac.k
more profitable than an unfarr
one.
Dr. Jerry Briscoe
.
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I am

afraid that the time has
for me to complain. After
four years at our center of higher
learning, I believe I have held my
bJngUe long enough.
Number one. The bike racks or
lack thereof. The raised plumbing
pipe just does not cut it, guys.
Today, bikes are expensive and
often attacked by skillful thieves.
ln order to lock your bike to this
low pipe you need a chain or cable;
both of which are easy targets for
pros. Also, most nice bikes no
longer have kick stands and the
raised pipe does nothing to help
support a bike. Most bikes are now
locked with the solid "U locks"
which are essentially unusable with
the pipe. Now that cars have nice
parking, how about the bikes.
Number two. The outrageous
price of donuts and bagels at the
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Prior restraint has
battled evil • ·ts. .
one
throughout the years by
and companies much larger than that the sous
we, and the Supreme Court has
decided that refusing to �/low
people to hand out prmted
materials infringes on those
peopL ':; frpedom of speech . Even
f./ there w� - ld have been
something 'embara'I.Sing ' about the
A thletic iJepartment or something
that was considered 'unfa vorable',
to stop us from distributing the
paper would have been a federal
offense.
But this issue means more than
just prior restraint.
If the A thletic Department is
afraid that something 'negative' is
going to be printed then maybe the
Department has things to hide
from the rest of the campus. Could
they be"afraid that the little campus
"
newspaper could unravel somt
controversial secrets?
Or maybe it 's a reflection on
how The Paclflcan has been in the
past. Sure, in the 70's, the paper
was a bit more radical (wasn't
everything?) and probably, on OC·
casion, went out on a limb with
facts that might have only been
rumors at the time, but might have
been proven later.
But it 's now the 80 's. If
anything The Paci/ican is being
called 'too conservative', and not
interested enough to dig up or
make up any dirt. We're part of a
new era of journalists, who art
looking more to tell the story than
to 'sell' papers (which we don 't do
anyways).
Regardless, the A thletic Depot·
tment had no right in saying that
they should be able to approve of
the paper before it was distributed.
Maybe this was a clue,· a hint
that there is a story to be told, and
that some investigative journalism
should follow. Thanks, we'll get
right on it!
N
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problem . This initiative calls for
the nuarantine and isolation of
()(XSO;ls who have the disease or
who carry the HTLV-Ill virus.
Feari11g quarantine, persons at risk
will avoid being tested and avoid
medical intervention. We do not
need concentration camps - we
n·�d a cure! The California Medi
cal Association, the California
Nurses Association, the California
Ho-,pital Association, and other
health professionals, believe that
Proposition 64 will seriously hurt
their ability to treat and fmd a
cure. Years of research should not
be threatened by fear generated by
Lyndon LaRouche and his follow
ers .

So, separate the facts from fic
tion. Learn and know the facts
about AIDS. Support the efforts
to find a treatment and cure.

VOTE NO ON 641

AIDS Task Force

·

Nancy Golosman
Junior
Sodol�
I thmk they ore unnec
es
sa
1. ry. I don •t think the
vot

ers
ISle'! to them, t:t lea
st 1
don t. They make me
angry
because they ore attacking
�he pe�on rather than
stat
Ing the IS.SUes

rlif

Sue Andrews
Junior
Education
I think it 's a shame that
they have to cut people dow
n
to b_e elected on their ow
n
ments. Politicians should
be
more of an example of
fair
play.
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They
game.
Homecoming
requested that an issue be delivered
to their office Friday morning for
their inspection, and they 'd let us
know later that day if we could
distribute it at 'their' game.

s r of Political Science
Profeso

Mike Konbeim
Junior
Communications/P .R.
I think everything is com
mercialized. Politicians are
just trying to out-do each
other as jar as the comm er
cials go. Th
liticians are
trying to go ter their oppp
ne!Jt rather J an say posttive
thmgs about themselves.

Nancy Mingl"S
Senior
Communications
I hate the negative ap
proach. They lzave lost my
vote. I might just vote on the
propositions and not the
candidates.

,

be·

going to be diStnbuted to tht
22,000 or so people attending the

What do you think of this year's political camp aigns?

Rob Lantennan
SenJor
Political Sdence
I think this year's cam
paigns have been the dirtiest
in the many years. Issues are
no longer a substantive part
of Ihe campaign. Because of
that, we are not given a fmr
chance lo evaluate the candi
dates for what they stand
for.

/
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AID S initi ativ e

fountain is not all that pretty. I
could go on abuut the men and
their blowing machines which only
disturb clas;;es , wake sleeping stu
dents, succeed only in moving
kaves for the hour before the wind
comes, only move dirt from one
comer to the next, blow things in
people's eyes, and scream futility
in our faces, but I won't. We all
know that like so many things in
life, they offer the easy temporary
solution and are therefore taken.
In a way they're just like Congress
extending the debt ceiling. When
there is more clutter, they just blow
harder.
Not wanting to be totally negati
ve, I would like to say that I really
like the new library . For me, it
took a few straws off this camel's
back.

sta

stta�
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Stu d e nt fi na !' ly b re8 kS si l e n ce For Ce ·say s 'n O' 6 4
Summit. 40 cents a donut and 75
cents for a bagel! ! Who are you
trying to kid? Doesn't my tuition
help pay for anything?
Number three. The dirt patch
around Long Theatre and the
Drama building? Why has this re
mained a pile of mud and decom
posing smelly grass for at least four
years? I know we invest a lot of
money into our appearance, so
why is this area so neglected?
I'm sure we all appreciate the
generous gift of the family who
donated the new fountain in front
of the library, but do we really
need it? Aren't there areas which
need this money, not for show, but
for necessities? If however, we di>
need this fountain and since it is
there ... RUN JT! ! I To my know
ledge it has only run the day the
library was dedicated. I hate to be
honest, but without the water, the

dit1'�
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The campus AIDS Task Force
strongly urges all students, faculty,
and staff to defeat the Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) Initiative Statute by voting
NO in PROPOSITION 64 on
November 4. Contrary to what the
followers of political extremists Lyn
don LaRouche suggest, AIDS is
not contracted from casual social
contact. AIDS can be spread only
through sexual contact that in
volves the exchange of fluids (like
semen or blood between sex par
partners) and through direct
blood-to-blood contact (the shar
ing of contaminated hypodermic
needles is one example of how such
contact can occur). No one has
ever contracted AIDS from saliva,
sweat, or tears as the supporters of
this initiative contend. Is is only an
attempt to create panic.
Proposition 64 is an irrational
approach to a serious public health
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didn 't want anything
barassing ' in a n� WSJ?Oper that was

POitiTS:

Dear Editor:

I

Last week, The Pacijkan ac.
complished quite a task. We
brought out a paper that was one
of the largest issues ever published.
Instead of the usual B-12 pages, we
put our all into an 18 page issue.
The entire stqff should feel proUd
of that accomplishm ent. We
received many compliments from.
students, staff. and alumni Who
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roamed the earth
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paper would have been a fer:kro
previous dances done by AICS, you'll know not to miss this one. lt
offense.
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But this issue means more tim
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just prior restraint.
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ajra1d that something 'negative'1
going to be printed then maybe IN
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''The alumni idea has become as
American as apple pie, according
to Kara Brewer, director of the
Alumni and Parent Development
Organization.
"In many schools that are the
size of Pacific, people develop
closer personal relationships with
their classmates and with the facul
ty. Because people want to keep in
touch with their alma mater, that is
why these organizations have be
come such a large part of our
higher educational system, " stated
Brewer.

'

u

The alumni organization on
campus coordinates many activit
ies that involve both the alwnni

With the involvement of so many
alumni, the alumni office is able to
coordinate the activities for alumni
both on campus and throughout
the state of California and Hawaii .

alumni and parents, and are found
in Orange County, Los Angeles,
Bakersfield, Stanislaus, Sacra
mento, East Bay, South Bay, San
Francisco Peninsula, Monterey,
Carmel, and Hawaii.
These events give alumni an
opportunity to meet others who
have shared the Pacific experience
a� inforntal social events. Th�c

and the current students and the
faculty. The alumni organization is
governed by a Board of Directors
in conjunction with the Alumni
Office. Thirty-six alumni organiza
tions from different geographic
areas and many different age
groups are involved. The current
president of the organization 'is
Max Bailey from the Class of 1957 .

••

The activities that are organizerl
by the Alumni Association take on
many different objectives . On
campus activities involve such
events as Pacific Family Day and
Homecoming. These events are
both important in involving the
current students and faculty with
the alumni. Also there is the Half

Century weekend which involves
the older alwnni who have played
a large part in the development of
the University. Thete is also the
Alumni Fellows Day, which 1c
when the alumni are invited back
by the University to speak to the
students and
classes about
professional challenges and oppor
tunities.

so, in America there has always

on the UOP campus as well as in
other colleges and universities
across the nation.

.

; � :�
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or most people, college in
volvement ends after they

involvement with your college
doesn't have to end. That is where
the Alumni and Parent Develop

ab:•

0p

ment Organization comes in.
The Alumni Association has be
come an important organization

been a great tradition of volunteer
ing and fmancial support, which
are two major facets to the alumni
organization that make it work so
well.

F

/h�
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walk down the isle on Commet:
ceme m Day and receive the
diploma they have worked so hard
for over the past few years. That

The alumni movement began in
the mid 1 9th century and became a
major movement on college cam
puses in America. The alwnni
organization has become such a
large movement in America that it
is the onlv place that such organi
zations are found. These types of
organizations are not found i.J.
European or Asian countries. Al

Staff W11 ter

t

10

The Alumni Organization also is
an annual sponsor of awards made
to outstanding graduating seniors.
They are also in charge of Pacific
clubs, which are organized by

events include receptions, with the
faculty members and the president;
other events indue wine and cheese
tastings, football, tailgate picnics
and nature hikes. According to
Brewer, "These events have been
very positive to the alumni who
have participated. They (alumni)
tell us they really enjoy getting
together with these small and in
formal gatherings. "
To be a member o f the Alumni
Organization one needs only to
have attended the University for
one year. There is no fee involved.
The alumni have become a major
supporter to the University
As you can see, the alumr,i
organization has become a;:
important part of the University's
programs. The alumni have con
tinued to play an influential part in
the development and continued
excellance of the University. This is
one of the most important pro
grams that a one-time stlldent of
the University could become a
part. It gives an individual import
ant links with the institution that
helped make them the type of
individual they are. The end of a
college career is not the end of the
involvement with your alma mater,
but a new beginning.

Get a job : i n a nother cou ntry !

· I n te rn at I 0 n a I

By Roby n Bullard
Featu . e Editor

J

ust think: instead of working
at Macy's again this sum-

mer, you could take it one step further and work at Horten, a departmem store of the same caliber -- in
Germany.

As far fetched as it may sound,
the possibility is very real. The
International Education Program,
based at Foothill College in Los
Altos Hills, is a program designed
to place students in foreign coun-

-tries wit

·

umm

bs C'.oord'

-

ed by Dr Gunth� �:felt , a native
SWiss, the prfltn t"n. 1:. one of the
of its kind
only - and best
around , prC'viding jobs in Germany, SWitzerland, France, Belgium
and the Canary Islands.
The program, which is about ten
years old, provides jobs to students
with an interest in learning about
-·

the �
on;

other cultures, by means other
than just being an American tourist . The jobs completely immerse
the students into the culture and
give them first hand accounts of

�

dt�

living overseas.
The jobs available vary greatly,

from lower-level manual labor, to
positions in computer and mecha
nical engineering.
In Germany, for example, jobs
such as Porsche, Audi and Mer
cedes Benz factory workers are
avallable, as well as hospital posi
tions, where pre-med training is a
must. Switzerland offers a variety
also, including child care and
banking positions. In France, one
can experience the true meaning of
cuisine by working in a French
hotel/restaurant, or if computers
are you interest, why not work for

IBM in Bru scls, Belgium?

There is a pre-requisite of at

least one year of the specific Ian
guage and certain jobs have other
specific requirements also. Most
jobs involve living with a family.
This is one of the greatest benefits
of the program, as well as one of
the most important aspects. De
pendency on the foreign language
becomes a must, and improves the
student's proficiency out of sheer
necessity. Going beyond the Ian
guage, the student experiences life
in the country that he or she could
experience in no other way. Attaining a job in a foreign country is

will interview students who wish to
apply for the program. Anyone

very difficult for an American
student, which makes this program
worth it price. Having connections
through the International Educa
tion Program is an opportunity not

wishing to sign up should do so at
the Bechtel Center.

With the pre-requisites for the
jobs not being out of range for
most students, one cannot "go
wrong" with this opportunity. The
International Education Program
provides the chance for students to
further their higher education with
out even taking a class. This is the
kind ot learning experience that
cannot be taught in the classroom,
or anywhere else in one's native
country.

to be passed up.
Dr. Seefelt travels around to
various colleges and presents an
entire overview of the program . He
also presents a video tape, contain
ing on-location interviews with stu
dents currently working overseas
on the Internation Education Pro

gram.
Seefelt will be at UOP on
Thursday, Nov. 6, from 1 p.m. 3:30 p.m. in the Bechtel Center.
During this time he will be making
his presentation. Afterwards, he

A chance like this only comes
around once in a lifetime.
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Delivering 4 : 30 to 1 1 :30
7 days/Week
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2 Free Cokes

With Any Pizza
Upon Request
Good On Delive ry
No Coupon needed
Expires 11-6 -86
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� Wh at 's Up,
tS:!!J Chuck ?

�

........ ....................... ...
CONCERTS:

Art Reviewer

T

•
•
•

:
You can see New Order at the Berkeley Community Theatre on :
t
8 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 5 . .50 reserved. . .
Saturday, November 8,
.
:•
HALLOWEEN FUN:
:
do in the Bay area 10morrow night, here are t
at

There's lOIS of things to
+
just afew. . .
+
Tbe Halloween �vapnza! Exotic Erotk Ball with the Freaky

I

I

i
�

!

V & T at the Concord Pavilion. . .

:-:.-u.::·:.:::�::::::: :

:

•

� Squ&e. . .

Tbe Stott Bros . HaDoweea Party at New George's in San Rafael. . .
Ld's Do 1lle TilDe Warp, Agalat at the Oasis . . .

STOCKTON NIGHTLIFE:

.

i

:
:

Sports Bar, 24774 Mission Blvd, in
Hayward, in now open. Tommy T's not only presents top names in
live comedy six nights a week, it also offers the latest technology in
sports equipment, with three big-screen TV's and two satellite dishes
to provide continuous coverage of major sporting events from
around the world. Phone (41 5) 88 1 -4 789 for more details.

Tommy T's Comedy House and

•
•
•
•

:t
t

+

:+

•
•

:

•

UOP DANCE :

The Department of Drama and Dance will be presenting The Fall +
8aldlo Duce Coacert on November 7 and 8 at 8 p.m. in the UOP •
DIDce Studio(South Campus Gym). It will be an evening of informal
daooe works by UOP students and faculty. Admission is free. •

:

CONSERVATORYi

•
•
•
•

As part of the Resident Artist Series, Carol van Bronkhorst and
l'l'ull WelDs will present a flute and piano recital on Friday, +
November 7 at 8: 1 5 p.m. in The Long Theatre.
+
•
•
•
DELTA COLLEGE:
•
•
Jazz areat Jon HendrickS presents EYolution of the Blues at Atherton t
..

:

•

Auditorium on Saturday, November I at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7 and

Sl l .

:

t
•
Tbe genuine Vkana Boys Olotr will perform at Atherton Auditorium t
on Thursday, November 1 3 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 0 and $ 1 5 .

:
UC THEATRE:
:
Tonight: Polterpilt, at 6 and 9 p.m . . . . Friday: Halloween will have :
one showing (see
for time), and Poltergel'it will show once, t
then
6 and 9 p.m. on Saturday, and 3, 6 and 9 p.m. on Sunday . . .
:t
Tuesday: l801: A Spice Odyssey, at 9 p.m. only.
at

t

marquee

II

Edilor's not�: It appears that we made an error in last week 's article,

•

•

:
"How DrtlmDIDance
to be at UOP.
The correct title of the
:
drama/dance program at UOP is the Department of Drama and t
came

''

+ Dance. not the Dramtl and Dum.-e Department. We 're sorry for any t

t
•
•
.......... ......... ......... ...... �
t corifusion or inconlleflience.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
TH E FUTU RE IS I N

A representative
THUR SDAY ,

to

will be on campus

NOVEMBER 6 ,

1 986

discuss
GRADUAl£ STUDY

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

be scheduled at

CAREER PLANN ING AND PLACEMENT CENTER

STU DY

IN

UOP's Art Department . Whereas
the UOP Gallery (located on the
second floor of the University
Center) primarily displays the
work of already accomplished art
ists (with the exception ot the All
University Student Exhibit in the
spring), the Reynolds Gallery,
while also exhibiting work by pro
fessional artists, displays a number
of exhibits that are more Universi
ty-oriented. Some such exhibits are
the COMPUTER Art Competi
tion, the UOP Art Alumni Show,

By Chuck McCaslin

riday night, October 24, just
after 8 p.m . , the Long
Theatre quickly filled with studen
ts, faculty, and alumni. With the
house packed with people of all
ages, and the thermostat acciden
tally left on HOT, everybody was
in a good mood and looking for
ward to the concert. The UOP Jazz
Ensemble had been getting ready
for this concert the past couple
months.
The house lights went to half,
and the players came out . After a
brief introduction by conductor
Allen Brown, the concert began.
The frrst number, "The Check's in
the Mail," composed by Gordon
Enterta1nment Ed1tor

F

Goodwin, was a lively up-tempo
piece, which I'd love to have as a
theme tune if I should ever have
my own talk show . The second
number, "Remembrance," was al
so great. Move over, Mangione,
Ed Powell and his magic trumpet
are in town. Also featuring Don
Jacobson on the saxophone and
some terrific high notes· by Nick
Phillips on trumpet, this tune
wired up the audience for the next
one, suitably titled "Got it Wired."
This was a well-crafted composi
tion by ensemble member Dave
Post .
The next tune was " exper
imental, and a little avant-garde,"
according to Brown. Although

C

alif�rnia State University is
gearmg up for presentation

of the Festival of New American
Music scheduled November 5-16.
The Festival, now in its ninth
year, will feature a variety of
concerts, lectures, and recitals. As
in the past, all events are free and
open to the public.
"There's such a variety of styles
that will be heard in this festival
that I think there will be something
for everyone's musical taste," said
Gene Savage, director of the Festi
val and CSUS professor of music.
Am�ng the Festival's particip
ants will be the Bay area's highly
acclaimed Kronos Quartet; the Wo
men' s Philharmonic Chamber
Players; pianist Michael Boriskin·
and Neal LoMonaco, princip
cellist for the Sacramento Sympho
ny.
A �umber of internationally re
cogmzed composers, including
1 986 Pulitzer Prize winner George
Perle, will also be in attendance at
this year's Festival.

EU RO P E

Complete programmes in Ph ilosophy for the
degrees of B.A., M.A. , and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroa d programme ..�·"'
.
�II cou rses are i n Eng l i sh

Tu t t i on I S 1 4,500 B el g i u m Fran ks ( ± $250)

Secretary English Programmes
Kardlnaal M orclorp loln 2, B.JOOO Leuvon, Belgium

K. U . Leuv en

godesses and their corresponciiJ18
attributes indicates she is very
knowledgeable about her subject
'
matter. Through her work of large
and simplified images, the artist
hliJ· attempted to invoke a re.
rememberance of the WlSCieD quaJi.
ties of the nature of mankind which
earlier people attached to dieties.
To an extent, Delos is successful.
· Her techniques, references and mo.

for power.
Ultimately, Delos' work comes
to a halt after the potential is
recognized, and does so primarily
because of her use of color. The
colors are sullen, calm, perhaps
bland, and fail to carry or support
the work's otherwise strong and
interesting qualit ies. Delos re
marked that her pallete was in
fluenced by the atmosphere created
by the hot summers of Stockton
where she used to live. This is a
noble attempt to find good in a
central valley summer, but the
artist's work would surely have
benefited more from the colors of

tifs are interesting in themselves,
yet fail to combine in a unified 1
power. If her colors were managed l
in a more effective manner, Delos
would have a very fme assemblage
of meaningful works.
The Richard H. Reynolds Gallery
is kx:ated in _the University An
Department and is open Monday
thru Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
student
encourage
To
awareness, reviews of exhibits in
both the Reynolds Gallery and the
UOP Gallery will be continued
throughout the year.

a West African sunset where she
also lived for a time.

rent throughout the exhibit, such
as images with one healthy and one

pleasing Bay cro. w d s
StaffWrite1

G

l!nesis . made for one of the
most exciting and enter
taining concerts that the Oakland
Coliseum has seen. Wednesday,
October 22, the fourth of six shows
- each of which were sold out
was one of the best that Genesis
put on.
Phil Collins, the lead singer for
the group, is a dynamic performer.
Not only did he perform with great
exuberance, he also was able to get
the audience involved. With his
humorous antics and excited be
havior, it was a concert to remem
ber for a long time.
Although Genesis has been ar
ound since 1 966 , much of the
material performed was from their
two most recent albums, " Invisible
Touch" and "Genesis." The fact
that much of the older material
wasn't covered disappointed some
-·

at
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Tuesday
November 1 1
Noon
CSUS Student Artists
(continued on page 8, column 4)

RICO 'S ITALIAN PIZZA

offer good at Rico's Pizza
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Monday
November 1 0
7 p.m.
Piano Etudes of George Perle
Music Buildirig, Room 1 5 1
8 : 1 5 p.m.
CSUS Symphonic Band & Percus·
sion Ensemble
Ronald Holloway, conductor
Fremont Presbyterian Church

Saturday
November S
8 p.m.
Chanticleer, men's chorus
Saint Francis Catholic Church

- - - - - -.. --, · - - - - - - - - · - - - · . ...
•

Sunday
November 9
3 p.m. Neal LoMonaco, cellist;
Marilyn Thompson, pianist
Crocker Art Museum

Friday
November 7
8 p.m.
Concert: Works of George Perle
�chael Boriskin, pianist; Claudia
Kitka, soprano; Neal LoMonaco,
cellist; Betty Woo, pianist; Faculty
Woodwind Quintet; and Kronos
Quartet
Music Recital Hall, CSUS

Thursday
November 6

�p

Sacrament o State

8 p.m.
Michael Boriskin, pianist
Music Recital Hall

Wednesday
November 5
1 1 a.m.
Composer George Perle
Lecture: "Random Thoughts on
Composition"
Music Recital Hall, CSUS
8 p.m.
Kronos Quartet
Music Recital Hall, CSUS

�o1'

of the crowd, but it didn't make
the �oncert any less fantastic.
Songs such as " Invisible Touch"
and "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight"
were favorites of the audience.
Collins showed his other talents
during the concert, playing a most
impressive drum duet with the
band's drummer, Gary Thomp
son. The drum duet carne in the
middle of the song "Supper\
Ready." The song was 20 minutes
long and displayed every part of
the bapd's talent.
Genesis has always been know�
as a dynamic group of performer: .
One fan said "This is the best
concert I have ever been to.
Between the lights and Phil Collins
voice, who could ask for more?"
The band's stop at the Oakland
Coliseum was just of one many, as
Genesis continues on across the
U.S. and abroad to entertain and
bring fans the best show possible.

By Jirn Smith

Schedule of Events

1

Not valid on "to go" orders
Not valid w1th any other .:.:fer
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SAVE

WITH THIS COUPON �

_. _ _ _ _ _,

Rico' s

- ---- -------

Expires Nov

ALL· YOU CAN -EAT
Lunch Buffet

20

$299
�':x•

Includes: pizza, spaghetti, soup,
salad bar, and garlic bread.
Monday thru Friday

Any

;.;H•,-;.;;�.;(,H-

$200

24" Family or 26" Party Pizza. 1
Ally 1•" lledlum or
18., 1_
- p•-.

-

1 21 7 W. Marc h Lane

•'- · - � - - - - :':..

SAVE

$ 1 00

offer good at Rico's Pizza

Not vahd on "to go" orders
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th anv oth tll o11 er
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Expires Nov 2 0
· �l>t\�� Rico ' s
TAK E OUT
O R EAT
H E RE
-·

1 1 : 30 until 2 p . m.

1 2 1 7 W. March Lan e

a. - - · - · - - - - - - - - - ·· - -- -·

·

G enesis and Phil still

Most events will take place on
the CSUS campus. For a complete
schedule of all events, please call
the Music Department at CSUS,
278-65 14.

i'•-M

Brian Handley could only smile.
"It was a lot of fun, " he said, "we
had a great time - everybody
really pulled it together. ' '
I have t o agree. The concert was
a great success, and nobody left
disappointed .

The self-proclaimed er.core,
"Headcount, " had a rousing big
band beat that had the audience
crying out for more. Unfortunate
ly, there was no more, the party
was over .
When asked how he felt the
concert went, saxophone player

bass player Phil Schroeder had
some technical difficulties with
his amplifier, it was carried off
well.
Intermission came next, and the
lobby was packed with people
buying the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
jazz tape, " Headcount . " That
same jazz band played the three
pieces following the intermission .
The first was Phil Schroeder's
"Sunday Afternoon. " Its clear,
sharp and grabbing beat wa� a
contrast to the following number,
"Nightlife," by Dave Post. Featur
ing piano, bass, drums, and some
great sax by Pat Hoyman,
"Nightlife" reminds you of exactly
that - creating an exotic mind
picture of a smoke filled jazz club
at two in the morning. At least
that's what it did for me.
The last number by the band,
dedicated to the UOP dir®g hall.>,
was called "Tuna Soup." The re
markable thing abo�t this tune was
that the audience came away much
more satisfied than they would
have after a meal in the quads.
(Didn't we see that on the menu
last week?)
After another intermission, the
ensemble returned and pr�ented
"I Can Digit" by Ray Brown
Trumpeter , Bill McFall performed a
great solo here. Five stars tor
Damon Vix and Brian Handley on
the next piece. "F.M.," for adding
their talent to the group in a funky
change of pace.

Large 1 6" cheese pizza plus 1 item.
Pitcher of your favorite soda.

The U n ivers ity of Louvai n (est. 1 425), Leuven, Belg u l m offers

Write to:

eye, sup

port this idea. Concerning the eye

motifs, Delos feels that it is represen
d
tational of man' s inherently limite
ability to view the past, and that at
best , "it is visible with one blind
eye." This sentiment is intriguing
and adds to the works'. potential

Musi cal festival t o b e

ai

�Ttl!;J
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�
Interviews may

he intent of this article is
two-fold; first it will give due
recognition to what seems to be the
"Gallery Unseen" here on cam
pus, and second, it will offer a
critique of the exhibit which this
gallery is currently displaying.
The Richard H. Reynolds Gallery
is located in the ironically unsight
ly quonset buildings which house

diseased or non-existent

and the Senior Exhibit. Currently
on display in the Richard H.
Reynolds Gallery is an exhibit of
paintings by artist Kate Delos.
Delos' works are generally large,
rough images depicted in sullen
hues whose origins stem from the
artist's historical and mythological
studies.
Upon entering the gallery, the
viewer is immediately affected by
the size of the pieces. The large
figures are somewhat imposing
and with titles like "Arcana Coelesta," and " Deo Belo, " the referenc
es to ancient gods and godesses
make them even more so. The
images are often fragmented and
stone-like in appearance. Using
large, loose brush strokes and a
combination of painting and draw
ing, Delos has established certain
elements which have the potential
to develope a powerful visual state
ment. Certain motifs that are recur-

i
! U O P J azz : t h e beat j u st c a n ' t be beat
:

+ Catc:h the Comedy at Shenanigan's Comedy Club at the Stockton
Ramada . lbey've got the best in stand-up humor every Friday and +
Saturday night at 8 and 10:30 p.m. There's a $5 cover charge, and
reservations are required. Phone 474-3301 for more details.
+

OUT OF TOWN :

Delos' renderings of gods and

'

By Brian Stanton

Vu HaleD will appear with B.T.O. at the Cow Palace on October 3 1 , +
and November l -3 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 16.SO advance . . .

EXecutives and Pride and Joy at the Concord Pavilion. . .

G a llery U n see n s h o u ld n 't b e

I

offer good at Rico's Pizza

1 21 7 W. Marc h Lane
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7:30 p.m.

November 1
Volleyball vs. SAN DIEGO STATE
I Water Polo vs. Alumni
Field Hockey at CHICO STATE
Cross Country (PCAA Championships)
at Fresno State

Homecoming was typical for
Pacific.
The Tigers lost.
This year was supposed to be
different with a powerhouse, ex
perienced team that took four
years to build. The Year of the
Tiger for UOP football has been
reduced to the Year of the Pussy
cat .
Pacific has just two Homecom
ing wins in the last 1 1 seasons.
San Jose State's Mike Perez
completed 3 1 of 39 passes for 508
yards and tossed three touchdowns
to give his team a 44- 1 5 romp over
the Tigers Saturday at Pacific
Memorial Stadium .
Perez had amazing pass protec
tion allowing him to always find
his receivers . The Spartan quarter
back set single-game conference
marks for passing yards and total
offense. A stunning note is that
Perez had no interceptions.
San Jose State first scored when
Kenny Jackson ran three yards for
a touchdown after being led down
the field by the phenomenal pass
ing of Perez. Sergio Olivarez's
PAT was good.
UOP retaliated with Mike
McMaster blocking a 34-yard field
goal attempt, giving UOP the ball
on its own 1 7-yard line. Hue
Jackson lofted the ball up on an
80-yard pass to Pacific's nimble
Booker Guyton for a touchdown.
Ken Norgaard's extra point was
good.
This was Pacific's first of two
bright spots in the game.
The Spartans continued to com
plete passes for touchdowns, send-

7:3 0 p.m .

November S
Fteld Hockey vs. STANFOR D

2:30 p.m.

November 6
Volleyball at STANFORD

7:30 p.m.

November 7
Water Polo vs . CALIFORNIA
Booster Club Luncheon at Holiday lnn
Women's Swimming at NEVADA-RENO

3 p.m .
noon
4 p.m .

November S
Football vs. UTAH STATE

2 p. m .

top 2,00J career yards rushing . He passed MitcheU True, the numbet 6
aD-time rusher.
Pacific's James Mackey became the seventh UOP running back to

Women's

OJympic VoUeyball Coach

to Speak at UOP Terry
I»evycb, former University of the Pacifi� volleyball coach and now
toaeh of the Un,ited States Women's Olympic Team, will speak at the
"world on Wednesday" luncheon-lecture, November 5 at noon in the
UOP Bechtel International Center.
Liskevych and members of his Olympic squ.!id will discuss <{Percep
tions of the U.S. Abroad.''
UOP's "World on Wednesdays" weekly lecture series is sponsored
by the CoDege of tbe Pacific Association, uPBEAT and Bechtel In·

.._donal Programs .
Lunch is free to students ; a $ 1�$2 donation is asked of others. For
more information, call Laurel Siewart at (209) 946-2591 or 944-7287.

Tile Lady, Tigers Field Hockey T�m captured a Top 20 ranking in
the Northern Pacific Field Hockey Conference. Pacific attained the
victory during Homecoming play against the San Jose State Spartans
Saturday. The T�gers are now ranked 20th i n the NorPac Con

lferm�. The team has finished second in the conference twice before,
has never w on the NorPac championship. This is the first time sin1982 that the Tigers haVe been officially ranked iJ:t the co�;
Pacific's NotPac record is improved to 4-1, and places Pacific in good
�tanding to compete in the NCAA regional conference if their positive
maintained against Stanford on November 5.

momentum is

Weady's around the comer: the Eighth Annual Wendy's Oassic is set
to take place November 15 and 16 at Stockton's A.O. Spanos Center.
The 1986 field consists of four of the top five teams from the 1 985
Championships; Pacific, USC, UCLA, and Nebraska.
.
Nebraska's entrance into the Classic marks the rrrst tiDle a team east of
Catifomia has participated . Pacifk is the two--time defending cham
pion with UCLA the two-time runner up.

lNTRAMUR.ALS

FJaa Football is finished . Our champions are: Archanla, A-league;
Dlelen, in the women's league, and Bang Gang, in the men's B-

�.

haYe JUSt
Volleyball is underway and the first two weeks of play
your
check
night
Sunday
on
been completed. Don't forget the games
.

is going strong and the championships should be played
the next couple of weeks.
.
Don't forget the Turkey Trot is coming up. Entnes open Nov· lOth.
and play starts
The raequetbaB tournament entries open Nov. 3rd,
Nov. l4th.
If you need a study break, come by the mai� gym and watch

so�

indoor soc.cer
volleyball, or to the So!th Campus gym for a little

entertainment and it's free .

F o r g e t a b out th e C al B ow l

Cope's team is infmitely better

than it played. The only question

Sports Ed1to r

TBA

November 3
Volleyball vs. CS FULLERTON

San J ose State whips UOP 44- 1 5

By Bryan Cruz
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that can be asked is, "What hap
pened to the Year of the Tiger?"
Pacific has the talent to go all the
way, but evidently didn't have
enough steam to be the dominant
force throughout this season. It
was a historical season for Pacific
in regards to non-conference ga
mes, but the Tigers should have
been much more of a force against
any of the PCAA teams which it
has played.
UOP's national rankings and
victories over schools such as Big
Ten's University of Minnesota
didn't help them this year as they
collapsed under the pressure of the
two PCAA powers, Fresno State
and San Jose.
This game was San Jose's fifth
sraight win, improving its record to
6-2 and 4-0 in the PCAA. They are
in all possibilities going to the
California Bowl, December 1 3 in
Fresno. From this standpoint, it
looks as if San Jose might battle
Mid-American Conference power
Miami University for the title.
We'll know in a few weeks.
What happens to the Tigers?
WeD, after a glorious early sea
son record, the T�gers should still
be able to win the majority of their
games left and will probably drop
behind Fresno State for third place
in the PCAA this year. Pacific is
not 100 percent out of the quest for
a berth , but the chances of San
Jose losing any of its next games
are slim.
It wouldn't be fair to stress that
'86 Pacific Football thus far has
been the "Year of the Pussycat,"
because it has been a rough road
for the Tigers, but it could be said
that our Tiger was tamed.

Quarterback Hue Jackson gets taken down hard by a San Jose St.
defender.

ing the score to 23-7 in favor of
San Jose State before the half.
During the second half, Head
Coach Cope strayed from his usual
game plan and quarterback Hue
Jackson began to pass more. After
leading his team downfield. Jack
son fired a 29-yard pass to receiver,
Kennedy Bryant for the Tiger's last
touchdown. Tim Richardson ran
for the the two-point conversion .
The score now was 23-1 5 with
UOP still behind.
San Jose didn't look back as it
upped the score to 44-1 5 by whipp-

ing out pass plays for touchdowns.
The Tiger's defense could only
watch as the Spartans took the
game.
"Their offense whipped our de
fense. " stated Pacific's Coach
Cope on the devastating loss.
"Their defense whipped our of
fense. Their kicking game whipped
our kicking game. Their head
coach did a better job than ours.
Really all in all, it was a pretty
thorough whipping from start to
fmish."
When you're right, you're right.

PCAA v olleyba ll rac e tightens this week
By Glenn Maddlon
Staff Wnter

acific entered the week at 203 overall and 9-1 in the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association,
tied for flrst place in the conference
standings with Hawaii. The Tigers
rolled over San Jose State in
Stockton and Cal State Long
Beach in Long Beach in a pair of
PCAA battles last week to run
their PCAA win streak to seven
matches.
Number two ranked San Jose
State was defeated by the Lady
Tigers Wednesday night before an
estimated crowd of 3000 : 15-17,
1 5-5, 1 5-4, 1 5-1 3 .
The match lasted approximately
1 hour 32 minutes. Elaina Oden led
Pacific with five solo blocks and 22
kills. The Spartans had a total of
only 59 kills vs. Pacific's 73.
The Tigers host two teams this
week starting with a two match
series against the Universty of

P

�UY ONE ;
GET · ONE FR EE
sundays, noon to 1 0 p .m .

�

f our Co lege
Purchase any item of
t a se cond lte m
Day M en u and ge
M enu ot equal
of f th e C ol le ge Day
.
or le ss er value FREE
,, Stu1fed Shrimp , Linguini
Choose from BBQ Chicken
ef' s Salad and more.
with Clam Sauce , Ch

Hawaii's Rainbow Wahines'.
e
first game was played on Tuesday
night and the Tigers easily rolled
over Hawaii in three games 1 5-12,
15-5 , 16-14. The third game of the
match proved to be tough as the
Tigers found themselves trailing
yet battling back throughout the
game. At one point the Tigers
trailed 1 2-6 and at another time
14-9. Hawaii had four chances to
win the game but couldn't. The
Tigers rallied to tie the match at 14
and take the lead at 1 5 . Brooke
Herrington got a kill to end the
match which lasted only 1 hour

-

and 14 minutes. Game two vs.
Hawaii takes place tonight at 7:30
p.m.
The Rainbow Wahines came
into Stockton after their bout with
San Jose at 19-3 overall and tied
with Pacific at 9-1 in the PCAA .
With Tuesday night's loss, the
Rainbows fell to 9-2 in the PCAA,
and Pacific raised its record to 21-3
overall and 1�1 in the PCAA.
Saturday night the number one
ranked Aztecs of San Diego State
come to town to face the Tigers.
Earlier this season the Tigers beat
the Aztecs in San Diego.

With last weekend;s Hawaii-SaD
Jose split in Hawaii, the PCAA
conference race is tightening. Two
teams - Pacific and Hawaii remain with just one loss, while
San Diego State and San Jose State
trail right behind them with just
two losses apiece. All four of those
clubs will see action in Stockton
over the next week as the Tigers
host the Rainbow Wahines and
Aztecs in home matches that could
largely determine seedings for the
PCAA post-season tournament to
be held at Cal State Long Beach
November 20-22.
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By Mr. Charlie

Dead Reporter

T

his is the first time I've ever

mentioned that fateful night
bac-k in 1986. Since then, I've
found it very difficult to come to
terms with the nightmare. I
remember one year when a group
of brave trick-or-treating children
had the nerve to venture up the
long drive to my house. I bet
th�'ll never go out at night again!
Anyway, back to the story you
came to hear.
1 graduated from Pacific in 1 976
to pursue a career in investigative
joutmdJsm . Remember the Big
Foot that was spotted in Los
Angeles? That was my story. I also
covered the sightings of "Tessi,"
the � monster in the San Francis
co Bay. But these were all after
that night. Before, I had covered
politics, debates, and Bee Gee's
conr.erts.
Anyway, I had just finished a
story on fish mutations in polluted
water when a letter from Pacific
showed up in my mailbox. I
opened it to fmd an invitation to
my ten-year reunion at Homeco
ming, 19%. Two weeks later, on
October 24, I left my home in
Encino and headed for StMkton.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The first beer of the �ond keg is
ali i remember. The last time I had
gotten drunk was auw1g the sum
mer so you might go as far as to
say I had absolutely zero tolerance.
I was talking to a cute blonde in
side when l had a funny feeling of
dizziness 'fall over me. I excused
myself and left through the back
door. There, on the grass behind
the house, I looked up at the
moon. It was almost full!

Right then l passed out. My
legs buckled out from under me
and I fell backwards. The beer
tilted, and though it spilled on me,
my mind blanked out before I hit
the ground.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

I awoke slowly, opening one eye
ftrSt and then the other. For a few
seconds, I didn't quite know where
I was. The place looked familiar,
but I couldn't quite place it. I
searched in the gloom of the
darkness (Is there fog, also?) wi
thout lifting my head. All I could
see were blurry shapes that held
some meaning in my brain. Slowly,
I lifted my head - pain shot from
the bottom of my spine up to my
skull . I realized that I had been
anchored to the floor in some way.

Upon further examination I saw
that there were dungeon-like clasps
around my feet, arms and chest. I
was lucky my head wasn't secured.
What is going on? I barely saw
the glow of my watch and almost
passed out again. The date read
" 1(}.3 1 -86 FRI;" in other words,
HALLOW EEN ! I had been
pa'iSed �t for a whole week!
Something above and in front of
me started to glow an eerie green.
As I strained my eyes, I saw a T. V.
screen come to life. Throbbing
v ith Light, the screen printed this
message;
THIS IS THE FIRST DAY
OF THE REST OF YOUR
LIFE YOU'RE GOING TO WISH
IT WAS YOUR LAST !!

Uh, oh! Dorothy, I don 'I thinK
we're in- Kansas anymore! I was
scared, but the fright multiplied ten
times when I saw part of the room
illuminated by the screen. There
was my old stereo, coffee pot,
Jerry Garcia poster, and my old
Mass Communication Legalities
book . I was in my old donn room!
The idea of time travel was far
beyond by realm of understandi1g,
so I began to believe it was all a big
joke by an old classmate. Someone
had set my watch ahead a week,
flxed up a room like I had it ten
years ago, somehow bolted me to
the floor, and videotaped things to
freak me out. Thank goodness, it 's
only a joke!
How I really wish it was, for
when I had fmally convinced my
self that it was just a prank, a
monsoon started up in the room.
Boy, this is gelling really weird!
Powerful winds ripped at my clo
thes and hair while lead-like rain
drops pounded my body. What
could he next?
That was a stupid thing to think.
The monsoon quickly faded but
darkness prevailed over the room.
As suddenly as the monsoon star
ted: my Mass Communication Le
galities book started to glow a
bright red glow, opening up, anc!
ra;e off my desk. I blinked, but the
bOok still moved. Sorry, Charlie,
no pranks today!
My book, riow lwo feet off the
desk, flew towards me. When it
was a foot away from my face, it
stopped. It was so close I could
read the words. "The Precedent
was set in . . . and the ruling . . . blah,
blah, blah." Help, I can 't unde
rstand a thing! Why don 'I they
write law books in something that
even minutely resem bles the En-

glish lang uage '!

The book then began to talk (I
am telling the truth!), the covers
opening and closing like a mouth.
"I am the ghost of textbooks past.
You are to follow me and learn
your lesson. " My mind left mv
body, and I unwillingly followed
t he glowing red book out the win
dow and through a dense fog. We
ended · up in a classroom where
students were taking an exam. I
could tell it was hard, for most of
them hau strained faces and were
chewing on their pencils. I tried to
talk to one girl, but she seemed to
neither see or hear me.
" These students are Laking a
Final Exam, one that will last for
eternity. This is their punishment
for not studying correctly early in
life.''
I shuddered. I knew that I would
probably end up here when I die.
"You, Charlie, never studied
hard enough for tests! "
"But how can you study when
you can't even understand the
words . . . "
"SILENC E! I should force you
to live out this eternity , but there
are other lessons for you to learn! "
We entered the fog - I soon
found myself back in the monsoon
chained to the floor. He said I had
more lessons. . .
When the monsoon fmaly stop
ped, I waited for the next terror. I
heard the covers of my bed rustling
and realized that something was
rising. It was a mummy! Tattered,
moldy bandages hung from its
skin, and as it swung its feet to the
floor, I could smell hundreds of
years of rot and decay.
This time, the voice was old. " I
am the ghost o f long sleeps past.
Follow me - you know the rou
tine." We passed through the wall
and into the next room. There, a
student was tossing and turning,
trying to fall asleep. His eyes were
grey and puffy and sweat had bro
ken out on hi'> skin.
''This boy slept through all of
his morning cl�ses. He will now
be subject to no sleep for eternity."
This is surely me! Hadn 't I set a
record for classes missed some
time? But a punishment of no sleep
forever - Please, give me a test,
make me write on the board,
anything but this!
Again, it was not meant to be.
The mummy led me back next
door and disappeared back into
the bed. I was not restrained on the
floor anymore, so I leaned over
and felt under the covers. He was
gone. Is lhisfinal{y it?

Gees, I have to stop thinking

that! The television turned on
again and showed a picture of a
piece of paper. When I looked
closer , it appeared to be my diplo
ma. My name was written in black,
but it had started to fade before
my eyes. In a minute, it was gone.
I really don't know what hap
pened after that - I awoke that
next morning next to my van in a
cornfield somewhere in Central
California. I had no idea how l got
there, but I did remember the night
before in vivid color. In fact, I
doubt I'll forget it.
1 got back to work that Monday
and was fired by my editor before I
even got a chance to sit down at my
desk. He said I was a terrible writer
on top of disappearing for a whole
week. I packed up my things and
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Chuck McCaslin
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Bryan Cruz
Brian Thompson

(continuedfrom page 6)
Music Recital Hall, CSUS
8 p.m.
Joseph Wytko, saxophonist; Wal·
ter Cosand, pianist
Music Recital Hall, CSUS
Wednesday
November 1 2
Noon
Joe Gilman Trio
University Union
8 p.m.
Recital: CSUS Faculty Artists
Marylee Hicks, harpist; Ernie
Mills, trombonist; Claudia Kitka,
soprano; Richard Savino, guitarist;
Carla Mae Scott, flutist; Susan
Willoughby, bassoonist
Mu ic Recital Hall ,
US
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Editors note: This story was given
to us by the police officer after
investigalive reporter Mr. Charlie
was brutally mutilated last week.
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Tricia Krause
Stephanie Gandy

Employment

left .
A month later, I found a job
with The California Examiner. It
was trash, and I hated writing
those smutty articles. I guess this
was meant to be.
•
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Young Festival Performers
Music Building, Room I 5 1
8 p. m .
Andrew Hill, jazz pianist;
Horace Tapscott, jazz pianist
Music Recital Hall, CSUS

CSUS Student Artists
Music Recital Hall, CSUS
8 p.m.
.
David Starobin, guitarist
Music Recital Hall, CSUS
Friday
November 14
1 1 a. m.
Lecture: " Meet the Composer"
Nan Washburn with Libby Larsen
Music Recital Hall, CSUS
8 p.m.
Women's Philharmonic Chamber

Sunday
November 1 6
2: 1 5 p.m.
"Meet the Composer"
Coffee and conversation with
Kohn, preceding world premiere
Crocker Art Museum Library
3 p.m.
Recital: "Four California
sers"
J anet Ketchum, flutist;
Guarneri, t rumpeter;
Winant, percussionist
Crocker Art M useum
8 p. m .
Concert: "An American Pnrtr••lt"l
CSUS Chamber Choir and
cert Choir
Concald Kendrick, conductor
Saint Francis Catholic Church

Players
Laurie Steele, guest conductor
Music Recital Hall, CSUS
Saturday
November 1 5
Noon
Lecture Demonstration: "The
African Roots of Jazz"
Andrew Hill, jazz pianist; Horace
Tapscott, jazz pianist
Music Recital Hall, CSUS
3 p.m.
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